How to find the IBU-tec advanced materials AG
address:
Hainweg 9-11
99425 Weimar-Ehringsdorf
Tel. 0049 3643 / 8649 - 0

By car
1)
Coming from Berlin/Leipzig/Dresden/Nürnberg
Exit Autobahn (motorway) A4 from Berlin/Leipzig/Dresden/Nürnberg at “Apolda“ in the direction of
Mellingen. At the traffic light in Mellingen, follow the direction “Taubach”. After passing “Taubach” and the
entrance to “Weimar”, take the first left towards “Ehringsdorf”. In the center of Ehringsdorf (“Anger”), turn
left onto “Hainweg”. IBU-tec is located almost at the end of the road, on the right.
2)
Coming from Frankfurt
Option1:
Exit A u t o b a h n ( motorway) A4 from Berlin/Leipzig/Dresden/Nürnberg at “Weimar“ in direction to
“Weimar”. Follow th e road (passing “Gelmeroda” and “McDonalds”) until it ends at a traffic light, then
turn right into “Belvederer Allee”. Follow “Belvederer Allee” approximately 2 km, passing hotel “Leonard”
Shortly after passing the hotel, the main road that you are on will make a left turn, but you will need to go
straight on, thus leaving the main road. After passing a school and driving up parts of the hill, turn left into
“Ehringsdorf”. In the center of “Ehringsdorf" (“Anger”), turn right onto “Hainweg”. IBU-tec is located on the
right, almost at the end of the road.
Option2:
Exit Autobahn (motorway) A4 from Berlin/Leipzig/Dresden/Nürnberg at “Weimar“ and drive towards
“Legefeld”. Shortly thereafter, turn left after 300 m, towards the village of “Possendorf”. Head onto the road
(passing “Possendorf”) up to the next crossroad and turn left into “Belvederer Allee”. Follow the “Belvederer
Allee” approximately 3 km. Please turn right into “Ehringsdorf”. In the center of “Ehringsdorf" (“Anger”), turn
right onto “Hainweg”. IBU-tec is located on the right, almost at the end of the road.
Weimar Area

Ehringsdorf Area

Get here by train
You will arrive on Weimar main station.
Continue Taxi:
Taxis are available right in front of the main station, slightly to the left when you exit the building.
Continue by bus:
In front of the station, there is a bus stop. Tickets can be bought from the bus driver (just tell him where you
want to go: “Ehringsdorf”) or at the kiosk that’s located on the square in front of the main station. Then take
the bus No. 1, towards “Ehringsdorf”. All bus stops will be announced. Please leave the bus at station “Am
Anger“ (duration: approximately 20 minutes) and turn right into “Hainweg”, that’s almost directly next to the
bus stop. IBU-tec is located on the right, almost at the end of the road.

